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in print his dislike of the proposed coalition. The leaders of
the centre parties were either on holiday or else preferred
to hold their tongues and not compromise the future.
Senator Albertini made caustic reference to this in his
speech r1
c Our rulers are not conspicuous for their courage.
See : they hardly ever speak ; they commit themselves
as seldom as possible. Last Wednesday2 we were expect-
ing an important debate. Well ; neither Giolitti, Nitti,
Salandra, Orlando nor Bonomi turned up. I watched
this sad spectacle from the top of our gallery, while fascists
and socialists fought it out amid the indifference of nearly
everybody else/
After August, Mussolini and his friends rained alternate
threats and reassurances on public opinion and the govern-
ment. At the beginning of the month, during the fascist
mobilization., the Avanti explained the fascist e plan ' for the
march on Rome :
* The fascist plan of campaign/ wrote the socialist paper,
c skilfully drawn up by the generals and officers who
command the squads, is being carefully and methodically
worked out. ... At the moment there is a hitch. But
only for a few days, or even hours. The fascist army is
getting ready for its last task3 the conquest of the capital ;
and not just for the fun of burning down the People's
Houses and the headquarters of a few socialist organiza-
tions. Now that they have finished their campaigns in
Emilia and northern Italy, the fascist forces, who are
possibly better armed than the regular army, supplied
with rifles by the military authorities, and led by regular
officers, are concentrating in Ancona, in the south of
Umbria and near Civitavecchia. It is common talk
everywhere among the fascist leaders that it will be Rome's
turn next.5
The Popolo (TItalia declared that the scheme wasc fantastic5
and attributed the article to socialist c funk \ The fascist
press bureau began its series of disclaimers which continued
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